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Abstract-A sufikient and necessary condition in order that n’h roots of sup norms of weighted 
polynomials converge to weighted Chebyshev constant will be shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In approximation theory, the properties of Chebyshev polynomials and Chebyshev constant have 
been studied by a lot of authors [l-5]. In the note, we will consider some extremal weighted poly- 
nomials and weighted Chebyshev constant, (shortly w-polynomials and w-Chebyshev constant) 
introduced by Mhaskar and Saff [l]. At first, we state the definitions. Let E E C be a closed set 
with Cap(E) > 0, and w = w(z) be an arbitrary upper semi-continuous, non-negative function 
defined on C. We assume that Izw(z)l + 0 as % + 00. For each integer n 1 1, we let P,,, (&n,cu) 
denote the class of all 
Pn,w(.t) = w(zY- Jjtz -Zi) (f?n,w(%) = 4%)” fi(% - %i) W(Y)), (1.1) 
i=l 
which we call w-polynomials of degree n. We consider 
where II* 11~ denotes the sup norm on E. A standard argument shows that the infimum in (1.2) 
is attained for some p:,,(z), w ic is called a w-Chebyshev polynomial, and that the sequence h h 
{(Y”(w, E)‘/“} converges to w-Chebyshev constant Cheb(w, E). 
Now, we state the definition of w-capacity Cap(w, E) introduced in [l]. Let M(E) denote the 
class of all positive unit Bore1 measures whose support is contained in E. The w-capacity is given 
by Cap(w, E) = exp(l&), where VW = SUP,,~~(~) Iw(u) and 
Iul(a) = /J log 1% - tl W(%) w(i) dU(%) &7(t). 
We remark that there exists an extremal measure p,, such that I,&,) = VW. 
In the note, we will prove the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let qn,+,(z) = w(z)“J&(z - .z~)w(.zi) be w-polynomials of degree n, satisfying 
the conditions (a) and (b) below: 
(a) limsup Ilqn,w Wll~n 5 C~P(W El 
n-co 
(1.3) 
(b) li?iEf k f: log w(%;) 2 J 1% 4)4h (t). (14 i=l 
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Then, there holds the equality 
(1.5) 
Conversely, we will prove: 
THEOREM 2. Let P~,~(z) = w(z)” ny=‘=,(z - zizi) be w-polynomials of degree n satisfying the 
conditions (c) and (d) below: 
(c) ~~EZP IIP~,~(~IIY” I CWw, E) (1.6) 
(d) All the zeros (Zi}r=l of pn+,(z) lie on SW(= SUP p(/h)). (1.7) 
Then there holds the equalities 
)IiI l[*n,w(%)ll;" = Cup(w, E) 
JkiklOgW(%i) = JlOgW(t)dj&(t). 
i=l 
(l-8) 
(14 
2. LEMMAS AND PROOF OF THEOREMS 
In this section, we show several Lemmas and prove Theorems mentioned in Section 1. 
LEMMA 1. For an arbitrary w-polynomial q”+,(z) = w(z)” ~Y=‘=,(z - Zi)w(%i), and a function ’ 
gd%) = exp log 1% - 4 4%) w(t) 44) 
> 
, (2.1) 
there holds the inequality 
for any z in D = C\$,, where llqn,W(z)II~, is the smallest number that is an upper bound for 
lh,w(%)I 4.e. on SW, and q.e. on SW means that it holds on SW if the subset SL of SW, where it 
does not hold is capacity zero. 
PROOF. We use the result in [l, Theorem 2.11. It says that there holds the equality guI(z) = 
Cap(w,E)q.e. on SW. This implies the inequality 
$wP,,w01 I +3lln.,w(2)114, - logCap(w,E)+ loggw(%) 
q.e. on S,. 
Now, we consider the function 
un = ; 1% Il!?n,w(W, - 1% Cap(w, E) + h3!h(%) - a log Inn,w(%)l. 
Since 
(2.3) 
(24 
u* = ~~osll~~,.(~)11~~+/1ogl~-~~~(~)~~~(~)-~~~g~Ir-_i~lw(~~)-~ogCop(w,~), (‘J-5) 
i=l 
u,,(z) is harmonic in D U {oo} except the zeros {%i}zi of q,,,W(z). 
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Prom the relations (2.3) and (2.5), we obtain U,,(Z) >_ 0p.e. on S,, and the equality 
lim u,(z) = +oo, 
l+li (2.6) 
respectively. Applying minimum principle for the function u,,(r), we have the desired inequal- 
ity (2.2). 
LEMMA 2. Let qn,w(z) = We ny=‘=,(z - zi)w(zi) be w-polynomials of degree n satisfying the 
condition (a): 
(a) (2.7) 
Then, there holds 
limsup ’ 2 log W(%i) 5 
I 
log 4) 4.4). (2.8) 
n+a3 n i=l 
PROOF. Dividing the inequality (2.2) by I I z , and letting z tend to infinity, we easily have 
i 2 log W(%i) 5 log ‘~~~~‘~’ + J log W(t) d&(t). 
i=l , 
(2.9) 
Combining this and (2.7), we obtain (2.8). 
LEMMA 3. Let p”+,(z) = w(z)” nZ,(z - Zi) be w-polynomials of degree n. 
Then, there holds the equality 
IIPn,&h, - *(lh) > Cheb(w, E). (2.10) 
PROOF. Prom the inequality (2.2), we easily have 
I I fi(% - G) lb I IIp~~;llI$~’ exp {J log 1% - t ] w(t) dp, (1)) . (2.11) i=l , 
Dividing this by ]z] and letting z tend to infinity, we obtain (2.10), because it is well known that 
CheB(w, E) = Cap(w, E)exp{- Slog w(t)dpW(t)} (See [l]). 
We remark that the inequality analogous to (2.10) was verified by another method in [l], where 
IIPn,w(~)rl;l’” is replaced by ]]p&,(z)]]gn. 
Now usitg Lemmas we prove Theorems. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. At first considering (1.4) and Lemma 2, we have 
J& iklogw(%i) = /logw(t)dp,(t), 
i=l 
which implies 
;&& l+(%l) {il, . )“‘=exp{/logw(t)dp&)}. 
Therefore, by the condition (a), we have 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
= Cheb(w, E). 
(2.14) 
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On the other hand, by Lemma 3 we easily have 
lFn&f llp&~)IIY” > Cheb(w, E), (2.15) 
where (2.14) and (2.15) imply the desired equality (1.5). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Using the condition (c) and (d), and applying Theorem 2.4 in [2, p. 751 
for the w-polynomials P”,~(z), we have the equality 
&n-l~logw(zi) = /logW(t)+W(t). (2.16) 
i=l 
Theorem 2.4 was verified under the condition where E lies on the real line and W(Z) is contin- 
uous. However, by a minor modification, we may show that it holds under the condition where 
E is a closed set in C and W(Z) is upper semi-continuous. 
Using the condition (c), Lemma 3 and the fact 
Cheb(w, E) = Cap(w, E)exp - 
(J 
logw(i)dp,(t) , 
we have 
. (2.17) 
Combining (2.16) and (2.17), we obtain 
which implies the desired equality (1.8). 
F’rom Theorems 1 and 2 we easily have the following: 
COROLLARY. Letp,,,(z) = w(z)” n~=~(Z-Zi) b e w -p Iy o nomiak of degree n, whose zeros {~i}~=~ 
lie on SW. 
Then, the sufficient and necessary condition to be lim,++, IIp,+(r)jl~* = Cheb(w, E) is 
(a) liF:tp IInn,&)&!” I Cap(w, E) (2.19) 
(b) lF_kf i glogw(ri) 1 J 1% ~(WPuJ(~). i=l (2.20) 
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